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Quasi-shuffle algebras in non-commutative
stochastic calculus

Kurusch Ebrahimi-Fard, Frédéric Patras

Abstract This chapter is divided into two parts. The first is largely expository and

builds on Karandikar’s axiomatisation of Itô calculus for matrix-valued semimartin-

gales. Its aim is to unfold in detail the algebraic structures implied for iterated Itô and

Stratonovich integrals. These constructions generalise the classical rules of Chen

calculus for deterministic scalar-valued iterated integrals. The second part develops

the stochastic analog of what is commonly called chronological calculus in control

theory. We obtain in particular a pre-Lie Magnus formula for the logarithm of the

Itô stochastic exponential of matrix-valued semimartingales.

1 Introduction

Algebra, renormalisation theory as well as numerical analysis are among a range

of disparate fields that have seen a surge in interest for the study of various alge-

braic and combinatorial structures originating from the integration by parts formula,

foundational to integral calculus. In particular, the theories of Rota–Baxter algebras,

shuffle and quasi-shuffle products, pre- and post-Lie algebras as well as combina-

torial bialgebras on rooted trees and words have undergone expansive phases in the

last two decades. The following rather incomplete list of references provides some

examples of these developments [11, 17, 15, 20, 37, 35, 56, 62, 63, 65, 66, 69]. In the

particular context of stochastic integration, interest in these structures concentrated

largely in Lyon’s seminal theory of rough paths [57, 58], which is based on Chen’s

iterated path integrals and shuffle algebra on words [21, 22, 71]. Gubinelli expanded
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Lyon’s theory by generalising it to a certain combinatorial Hopf algebra of rooted

trees. The resulting notion of branched rough paths [40, 41, 45] draws inspiration

from Butcher’s theory of B-series in numerical integration of differential equations

[42, 59] as well as Connes and Kreimer’s Hopf algebraic approach to renormali-

sation in perturbative quantum field theory [23]. The latter, moreover emphasised

the pre-Lie algebraic perspective on rooted trees [19, 61]. Ideas from rough paths

gave rise to various new developments, culminating in Hairer’s celebrated theory of

regularity structures [43, 44] and its algebraic renormalisation theory [12] used in

the construction of solutions of very irregular S(P)DEs.

The relevance of such algebraic structures for classical – non-commutative –

stochastic integration (in the sense of Itô–Stratonovich) [6, 70] has attracted less

attention. Foundational papers in this field are Gaines’s 1994 work on the algebra

of iterated stochastic integrals [39], introducing what is now called quasi-shuffle

product, as well as the equivalent sticky shuffle product formula for iterated quantum

Itô integrals introduced in 1995 in the context of quantum stochastic calculus [8].

We refer to Hudson’s review papers on Hopf-algebraic aspects of iterated stochastic

integrals [48, 49]. The authors together with Charles Curry, Alexander Lundervold,

Simon Malham, Hans Munthe-Kaas and Anke Wiese further developed the use of

(quasi-)shuffle algebra in stochastic integration theory and numerical methods for

SDEs in several joint works [24, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33].

The present article is divided into two main parts. The first part starts by re-

calling Karandikar’s axiomatisation of Itô calculus for matrix-valued continuous

semimartingales [52]. We discuss in detail the algebraic structures implied for iter-

ated Itô and Stratonovich integrals. To the best of our knowledge, such an account

does not seem to exist in the literature. In fact, Karandikar’s ideas do not seem to

be widely known, as the algebraic notions and techniques involved are not of com-

mon use in non-commutative stochastic calculus. Our presentation is written with

a view toward operationality and therefore, as far as possible, in the language of

theoretical probability theory. In modern algebraic terminology, Karandikar’s ax-

ioms define the notion of non-commutative quasi-shuffle algebra. We proceed by

building consistently on this structure aiming at unraveling properties of integration

techniques, ranging from general matrix-valued semimartingales to more specific

situations (continuous paths). We remark that introducing the Stratonovich inte-

gral in full generality requires extra axioms corresponding to the splitting of the

quadratic covariation bracket into a continuous and a jump part. We hope that these

ideas might be useful also in other settings.

The second part develops the stochastic analog of what is commonly called

chronological calculus in control theory [1, 4, 5]. We feature in particular Agrachev

and Gamkrelidze’s [2, 3] study and systematical use of chronological algebra in

control problems. In mathematics, chronological algebras are known as pre-Lie or

Vinberg algebras [13, 17]. This part of our work is a continuation of joint work

with Charles Curry [25], where a pre-Lie Magnus formula for the logarithm of the

Stratonovich stochastic exponential for continuous matrix-valued semimartingales

was introduced.
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A more detailed outline of the paper follows. The first section is divided into

three subsections. We begin by focusing on general Itô calculus for matrix-valued

semimartingales, introduce Karandikar’s axioms, and point out connections with

other theories, especially Rota–Baxter algebras. The second subsection introduces

formally the splitting of the covariation bracket, leading to a tentative axiomatisation

of Stratonovich calculus. The last subsection studies stochastic calculus for contin-

uous semimartingales, a situation where the axioms simplify dramatically, allowing

to replace quasi-shuffles by shuffles, that is, permitting the use the standard rules of

calculus.

In the second section we study pre-Lie algebraic aspects in stochastic integral

calculus. We consider the pre-Lie Magnus formula in the general context of en-

veloping algebras of pre-Lie algebras – the corresponding section can be understood

also as an introduction to pre-Lie structures since we survey some of their most rel-

evant properties for general integral calculus, following the chapter [34] written in

the context of classical integration. The second and last subsection of this section

changes focus by developing instead a pre-Lie point of view on Itô integral calculus,

without restriction to continuous matrix-valued semimartingales. We obtain in par-

ticular a pre-Lie Magnus formula for the logarithm of the Itô stochastic exponential

of matrix-valued semimartingales.

Conventions i) With the aim of simplifying the presentation we shall always as-

sume that the value of semimartingales is zero at t “ 0. ii) All structures are defined

over a ground field k of characteristic zero.

Acknowledgements The second author would like to express his gratitude for the warm hospi-

tality he experienced during the 2019 Verona meeting, Random transformations and invariance in

stochastic dynamics, with special thoughts for S. Albeverio and S. Ugolini. This work was sup-

ported by the French government, managed by the ANR under the UCA JEDI Investments for the

Future project, reference number ANR-15-IDEX-01.

2 Karandikar’s axioms and quasi-shuffle algebras

2.1 Itô calculus for semimartingales

This section discusses the formal properties of the integral calculus for semimartin-

gales. Protter’s textbook [70] will serve as the standard reference on stochastic in-

tegration. The central aim is to feature Karandikar’s axioms for matrix-valued Itô

integrals and the corresponding notion of non-commutative quasi-shuffle algebra1.

Recall first Itô’s integration by parts formula for scalar semimartingales X ,Y [70,

chapter II.6]

1 Karandikar’s axioms appeared in a 1982 paper [52]. They were (re-)discovered almost two

decades later in a completely different context –the one of Stasheff polytopes– as axioms for den-

driform trialgebras [55].
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XtYt “

ż t

0

Xs´ dYs `

ż t

0

Ys´ dXs ` rX ,Y st . (1)

Here as well as in the rest of the paper, our conventions are in place, that is, we

assume that X0 “ Y0 “ 0. Equation (1) defines the so-called quadratic covariation

bracket, rX ,Y st , the extra term that distinguishes Itô’s integration by parts formula

from the classical one.

To deal with matrix-valued semimartingales, one has to take into account the

non-commutativity of matrix multiplication. The product in the second term on the

righthand side of (1) is then in the wrong order. Following Protter (and Karandikar),

we introduce left and right stochastic integrals

pX ą Y qt :“

ż t

0

Xs´ dYs pX ă Y qt :“

ż t

0

dXsYs´ . (2)

Itô’s integration by parts formula for matrix-valued semimartingales X ,Y writes

then [70, chapter V.8, Thm. 47]

XtYt “ pX ą Y qt ` pX ă Y qt ` rX ,Y st , (3)

Notice that in the case of scalar-valued semimartingales we have that X ă Y “ Y ą X

such that (3) can be changed back to (1).

Remark 1. Protter and Karandikar use a different notation: pX ą Y qt “ pX ¨Y qt “
and pX ă Y qt “ pX : Y qt . Our notation is in line with the one used in algebra. It is

also convenient to identify the time-ordering of operations, see [34].

Hereafter, we account for various properties of (left and right) stochastic integrals

of scalar-valued semimartingales. Even though some of the ternary formulas consid-

ered may seem redundant in the scalar case, we emphasise that they do not involve

permutations of the variables. They thus hold immediately for (n ˆ n) matrix-valued

semimartingales.

Recall first [70, Chapter II.6, Thm. 29] that for H,K adapted processes with

caglad (left continuous with right limits) paths and X ,Y two semimartingales we

have r
şt

0
HsdXs,

şt

0
KsdYsst “

şt

0
HsKsdrX ,Y ss.

Assuming now that L and M are semimartingales, we get rL ą X ,M ą Y s “
pLMq ą rX ,Y s which simplifies to the ternary relation

rL ą X ,Y s “ L ą rX ,Y s.

Similarly, rX ă Y,Zs “ rX ,Y ą Zs and rX ,Y s ă Z “ rX ,Y ă Zs.
Other ternary relations satisfied by semimartingales follow directly from standard

properties and from the definitions:

pX ą pY ą Zqqt “

ż t

0

Xs´ dp

ż t

0

Ys´ dZsq “

ż t

0

Xs´Ys´dZs “ ppXY q ą Zqt .
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Similarly, for G,H caglad and Y a semimartingale,
şt

0
Gsdp

şt

0
HsdYsq “

şt

0
GsHsdYs

[70, Thm. II.19]. Dually, pX ă Y q ă Z “ X ă pY Zq. Finally,

ppX ą Y q ă Zqt “

t
ż

0

pd

s
ż

0

Xu´dYuqZs´ “

t
ż

0

Xs´dYsZs´ “ pX ą pY ă Zqqt . (4)

Notice that the associativity of the quadratic covariation bracket, rX , rY,Zss “
rrX ,Y s ,Zs , can be deduced from the associativity of the usual product of semi-

martingales together with the previous identities:

rrX ,Y s,Zs “ rXY ´ X ă Y ´ X ą Y,Zs

“ pXY qZ ´ pXYq ă Z ´ pXYq ą Z ´ rX ă Y ` X ą Y,Zs

“ XpY Zq ´ X ă pY Zq ´ X ą pY ă Zq ´ X ą pY ą Zq

´ X ą rY,Zs ´ rX ,Y ă Zs ´ rX ,Y ą Zs

“ rX ,YZs ´ rX ,Y ă Zs ´ rX ,Y ą Zs “ rX , rY,Zss.

Note that, as mentioned before, X ,Y and Z appear always in the same order in the

above formulas. This implies that they hold in the matrix-valued case. In that case,

rX ,Y s is defined in terms of the component-wise quadratic covariation brackets,

rX ,Y sik “
řn

j“1rXi j,Yjks, and similarly for the other products. Putting this together,

yields the axiomatisation of Itô calculus for semimartingales, due to Karandikar.

Theorem 1 (Karandikar, [52]). The left- and right stochastic Itô integrals satisfy

Karandikar’s identities for matrix-valued semimartingales X ,Y,Z

pX ă Y q ă Z “ X ă pYZq (5)

X ą pY ą Zq “ pXY q ą Z (6)

pX ą Y q ă Z “ X ą pY ă Zq (7)

pXY qZ “ XpYZq (8)

rX ą Y,Zs “ X ą rY,Zs (9)

rX ă Y,Zs “ rX ,Y ą Zs (10)

rX ,Y s ă Z “ rX ,Y ă Zs . (11)

Remark 2. Karandikar considered in [52] the continuous case. Axiom 10 is stated

in a slightly different way – namely in the case where Y is non-singular [52, Eq. (9)

p. 1089]. However, these restrictions (to the continuous case and to non-singular Y )

are not necessary, see Karandikar [54].

Definition 1. An associative space A equipped with three products ă,ą and r , s,
called respectively the left half-shuffle, the right half-shuffle and the bracket, such

that XY “ X ă Y `X ą Y `rX ,Y s and satisfying Karandikar’s identities in Theorem

1 is called a quasi-shuffle algebra.
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See Remark 4 below for an explanation of the terminology. Karandikar’s ax-

iomatisation of Itô calculus therefore says that the algebra of semimartingales is a

non-commutative quasi-shuffle algebra. There are many examples of quasi-shuffle

algebras besides the one coming from stochastic calculus and Karandikar’s results

apply immediately to them. Conversely, general results from abstract quasi-shuffle

algebra apply to stochastic calculus. Examples of application of this strategy can be

found in our joint works with Simon Malham and Anke Wiese [32, 33].

Remark 3. We have seen that the associativity of the bracket operation r , s

rX , rY,Zss “ rrX ,Y s ,Zs (12)

follows from the associativity of product in the algebra A. One can define equiva-

lently a quasi-shuffle algebra to be a vector space A equipped with three products

ă,ą and r , s satisfying Equations (5-11) and (8) replaced by (12), where one sets

XY “ X ă Y `X ą Y `rX ,Y s. The associativity of the product XY results then auto-

matically from these axioms (the proof parallels the proof showing that the quadratic

covariation bracket is associative for semimartingales):

pXY qZ “ pXY q ă Z ` pXYq ą Z ` rX ă Y ` X ą Y ` rX ,Y s,Zs

“ X ă pY Zq ` X ą pY ă Zq ` X ą pY ą Zq

` rX ,Y ă Zs ` rX ,Y ą Zs ` X ą rY,Zs ` rX , rY,Zss

“ X ă pY Zq ` X ą pY ă Zq ` X ą pY ą Zq ` X ą rY,Zs ` rX ,YZs “ XpY Zq.

Remark 4. The terminology “quasi-shuffle” algebra is used in algebra and combi-

natorics. It reflects the close similarity with the classical shuffle algebra [72]. The

work [37] explores the relation between the two families of algebras from a defor-

mation theoretical viewpoint. Hoffman [46], independently of Karandikar’s seminal

work, largely initiated the development of the Hopf algebraic theory of commuta-

tive quasi-shuffle algebra. However, as we mentioned in the introduction, Gaines

[39] as well as Hudson et al. [8, 48, 49] introduced quasi-shuffle products to study

properties of products of iterated Itô integrals. We note that Cartier, back in 1972

[17], used a quasi-shuffle product in the construction of free (Rota-)Baxter algebra.

When dealing with scalar-valued semimartingales, we already noticed that X ă

Y “ Y ą X . Correspondingly, Karandikar’s axioms simplify, leading to the notion of

commutative quasi-shuffle algebra studied in detail by Hoffman, see [36] for a recent

account. Some extra properties are then available such as Hoffman’s isomorphism

linking shuffle and quasi-shuffle products. Features of the commutative theory have

been exploited recently in stochastic calculus, for example in [24, 33, 38].

From a purely algebraic viewpoint, the fundamental example of a quasi-shuffle

algebra is the linear span of words X “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn where the xi belong to a monoid M

with (not necessarily commutative) product denoted ˆ. The axioms for the products,

ă, ą, and r , s, used to define inductively the associative product X ˚ Y :“ X ă

Y ` X ą Y ` rX ,Y s of words X ,Y , are given by:

x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ă y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ym :“ x1px2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ˚ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ymq
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x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ą y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ym :“ y1px1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ˚ y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ymq

rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn,y1 ¨ ¨ ¨yms :“ px1 ˆ y1qpx2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn ˚ y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ymq.

For example, taking M to be the monoid of the integers, we have the quasi-shuffle

product

2 3 ă 1 “ 2p3 ˚ 1q “ 2p3 ă 1 ` 3 ą 1 ` r3,1sq “ 2 3 1 ` 2 1 3 ` 2 4.

Remark 5. In the following, quasi-shuffle algebra shall mean non-commutative quasi-

shuffle algebra. The latter are also called tridendriform algebras in the literature.

However, the quasi-shuffle terminology, besides being close to other ones that have

been used in stochastics (modified shuffle product, sticky shuffle product, ...) has

the advantage of underlining the connection to the familiar shuffle calculus for

Chen’s iterated integrals and the related product of simplices, as well as many

more topics (such as quasi-symmetric functions, multizeta values, etc.). We re-

fer to [30, 36, 67, 68] for accounts on the combinatorial theory of quasi-shuffle

algebras as well as further bibliographical references and various examples. See

[24, 25, 32, 33, 39, 48, 49] and references therein for more details and references on

quasi-shuffle calculus in probability.

We introduce now Rota–Baxter algebras, which provide a more general approach

to the algebraic axiomatisation of integral calculus [76] and therefore an impor-

tant class of examples for quasi-shuffle algebras. Indeed, Theorem 2 below shows

that any Rota–Baxter algebra is a quasi-shuffle algebra [27]. We refer to the survey

[34] for further details and references about Rota–Baxter algebras and their use in

integral calculus, probability theory, renormalisation in perturbative quantum field

theory and classical integrable systems.

Definition 2. A Rota–Baxter algebra of weight θ P k consists of an associative k-

algebra A equipped with a linear operator R : A Ñ A satisfying the Rota–Baxter

relation of weight θ :

RpxqRpyq “ R
`

Rpxqy ` xRpyq ` θxy
˘

@x,y P A. (13)

Note that if R is a Rota–Baxter map of weight θ , then the map R1 :“ β R for β P k

different from zero is of weight β θ . This permits to rescale the original weight θ ‰ 0

to the standard weight θ 1 “ `1 (or θ 1 “ ´1). The argument of the map R on the

righthand side of (13) consists of a sum of three terms; one can show that it defines

a new associative product on A.

Definition 3 (Rota–Baxter product). The Rota–Baxter associative product is de-

fined by

x θ̊ y :“ Rpxqy ` xRpyq ` θxy. (14)

The Rota–Baxter relation originated in the work of the mathematician Glen Bax-

ter [7]. Rota [73, 75] followed by Cartier [16] made important contributions to the
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algebraic foundations of Baxter’s work, among others, by providing different con-

structions of free commutative objects. The idea of quasi-shuffle product is actually

often traced back to Cartier’s 1972 article.

Theorem 2 ([27]). Assume now that θ “ 1. Writing a ¨ b :“ ab for the usual as-

sociative product on A and setting a ă b :“ aRpbq and a ą b :“ Rpaqb, so that

˚ :“ă ` ą ` ¨, then the quasi-shuffle algebra identities hold:

pa ă bq ă c “ a ă pb ˚ cq, pa ą bq ¨ c “ a ą pb ¨ cq
a ą pb ą cq “ pa ˚ bq ą c, pa ă bq ¨ c “ a ¨ pb ą cq
pa ą bq ă c “ a ą pb ă cq, pa ¨ bq ă c “ a ¨ pb ă cq.

(15)

Remark 6. Without the normalisation to the standard weight, one obtains an example

of a θ -quasi-shuffle algebra, studied in greater detail in [14]. See also [47].

Example 1 (Fluctuation theory). Baxter’s work was motivated by problems in the

theory of fluctuations [74]. The latter deals with extrema of sequences of real val-

ued random variables. Their distribution can be studied using operators on random

variables such as X Ñ X` :“ maxp0,Xq. This motivates to define the operator

RpFqptq :“ ErexppitX`qs

on characteristic functions Fptq :“ ErexppitXqs of real valued random variables X ,

which is a Rota–Baxter map of weight θ “ 1.

Example 2 (Finite summation operators). On functions f defined on N and with

values in an associative algebra A, the summation operator Rp f qpnq :“
řn´1

k“0 f pkq
is a Rota–Baxter map of weight one. It is the right inverse of the finite difference

operator ∆p f qpnq :“ f pn ` 1q ´ f pnq.

Remark 7 (Shuffle algebras in classical calculus). Before concluding this section,

we apply the previous ideas to the case of deterministic matrix-valued semimartin-

gales. Even in that seemingly simple case the relations put forward by Karandikar

prove to be interesting and useful.

We consider for example the algebra A of matrices whose entries are continuous

functions of finite variation. Then, since the quadratic covariation bracket vanishes,

Karandikar’s identities reduce to an algebra equipped with an associative product

XY “ X ă Y ` X ą Y and

pX ă Y q ă Z “ X ă pY Zq

X ą pY ą Zq “ pXY q ą Z

pX ą Y q ă Z “ X ą pY ă Zq.

(16)

Our previous arguments show that the associativity of the product XY can be recov-

ered formally from these identities. These relations have been used first by Eilenberg

and MacLane to give an abstract proof of the associativity of the shuffle product of

simplices in topology.
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Definition 4. The three identities (16) define the structure of non-commutative shuf-

fle algebra (aka dendriform algebra).

From Theorem 2 is clear that on a Rota–Baxter algebra of weight θ “ 0 one

can define left and right half-shuffle products satisfying the three identities (16).

We refer to [34] for a survey and more details and applications in classical integral

calculus as well as general references on the subject. We will come back to these

relations later as they encode the algebra structure underlying Stratonovich calculus

for semimartingales.

2.2 Singular quasi-shuffle algebras and Stratonovich calculus

In this section we extend Karandikar’s axiomatisation beyond the setting of contin-

uous semimartingales. Namely, we include in the algebraic description of Itô calcu-

lus the decomposition into continuous and jump parts of the quadratic covariation

bracket [70, Chapter II.6].

We write ∆pXq for the process of jumps of a semimartingale X , i.e., ∆pXqs “
pX ´ X´qs, and introduce the corresponding decomposition of the bracket into con-

tinuous and jump parts, rX ,Y s “ rX ,Y sc ` rX ,Y s j. The definition extends from the

scalar-valued to the continuous matrix-valued case components-wise. For scalar-

valued processes, rX ,Xs j
t “

ř

0ďsďtp∆pXqsq
2, a term that appears frequently in

stochastic calculus, for example, in the study of the stochastic or Doléans-Dade ex-

ponential [70, chapter II.8, Thm. 37]. A semimartingale X is called quadratic pure

jump if rX ,Xs “ rX ,Xs j.

Recall first a fundamental property of ∆ acting on scalar-valued processes.

Since the bracket of two semimartingales has paths of finite variation on com-

pact sets [70, chapter II, Cor.1], it is a quadratic pure jump semimartingale, that

is, rrX ,Y s, rX ,Y ss “ rrX ,Y s, rX ,Y ss j by [70, chapter II.6, Thm. 26]. This implies

by [70, chapter II.6. Thm. 28] that for arbitrary semimartingales X ,Y,Z we have

rrX ,Y s,Zs “
ř

0ďsďt ∆prX ,Y sqs∆pZqs. In particular,

rrX ,Y sc,Zs “ rrX ,Y sc,Zsc “ rrX ,Y sc,Zs j “ 0,

rrX ,Y s,Zsc “ rrX ,Y s j,Zsc “ 0,

rrX ,Y s,Zs “ rrX ,Y s j,Zs “ rrX ,Y s j,Zs j.

As a corollary, we notice for further use that for continuous semimartingales

rrX ,Y s,Zs “ 0. These identities hold for matrix-valued semimartingales (since the

splitting of processes into a continuous and a pure jump part is linear – it commutes

with taking linear combinations of brackets).

A full axiomatisation of Itô calculus taking into account such phenomena would

require the introduction of the operator ∆ , those identities, and most likely other

aspects of standard stochastic calculus. We propose a lighter version that provides

an axiomatic framework allowing to relate formally Itô and Stratonovich calculi.
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Definition 5. A singular quasi-shuffle algebra is a quasi-shuffle algebra, pA,ą,ă

, r´,´sq, such that the associative bracket splits into r´,´s “ r´,´sc ` r´,´s j

and furthermore the following relations hold:

rrX ,Y sc,Zsc “ rX , rY,Zscsc “ 0 (17)

rrX ,Y sc,Zs j “ rX , rY,Zscs j “ 0 (18)

rrX ,Y s j,Zsc “ rX , rY,Zs jsc “ 0 (19)

Notice that we also have then

rX ă Y,Zsc “ rX ,Y ą Zsc, rX ă Y,Zs j “ rX ,Y ą Zs j.

Recall that for matrix-valued semimartingales, the (left/right) Fisk–Stratonovich

integrals are defined in terms of the Itô integral by

pX ě Y qt :“

ż t

0

Xs ˝dYs :“

ż t

0

XsdYs `
1

2
rX ,Y sc

t (20)

pY ď Xqt :“

ż t

0

˝dYsXs :“

ż t

0

dYsXs `
1

2
rY,Xsc

t . (21)

Formally, in any singular quasi-shuffle algebra one can define the two products

X ě Y :“ X ą Y `
1

2
rX ,Y sc, X ď Y :“ X ă Y `

1

2
rX ,Y sc.

Then the integration by parts rule reads:

XY “ X ě Y ` X ď Y ` rX ,Y s j. (22)

Unfortunately, it seems to be difficult to find a simpler axiomatic framework than

the one of singular quasi-shuffle algebras to account for Stratonovich calculus in the

presence of jumps. Indeed, it is likely that a meaningful system of ternary relations

involving only ě, ď and r , s j is unavailable. Fortunately, these issues simplify

considerably for continuous semimartingales.

2.3 Shuffle algebra and continuous semimartingales

As we mentioned previously, stochastic integration simplifies dramatically when

considering continuous semimartingales. The reason for this should be clear from

our previous developments, that is, the jump part, r´,´s j, of the bracket, r´,´s,
vanishes, so that the latter reduces to its continuous part and becomes nilpotent of

order 3: rX , rY,Zss “ rrX ,Y s,Zs “ 0. In that situation, the axioms of Itô calculus

rewrite:
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Lemma 1. Continuous matrix-valued semimartingales equipped with the left and

right half-shuffles and the covariation bracket obey the axioms (5)-(11) together

with

rX , rY,Zss “ rrX ,Y s,Zs “ 0 (23)

Notice that the associativity of the product is formally a consequence of these ax-

ioms. This observation is of little interest when dealing with stochastic integrals for

which the associativity of the product is somehow obvious. However, it is relevant

with respect to the axiomatic point of view.

Definition 6. A regular quasi-shuffle algebra is a quasi-shuffle algebra such that the

bracket satisfies the extra axiom (23).

The continuity hypothesis has more interesting consequences when dealing

with Fisk–Stratonovich integrals. We follow closely the exposition in [25]. The

Stratonovich formula is indeed then the usual integration by parts formula

XtYt “ pX ě Y qt ` pX ď Y qt , (24)

The classical statement that the Stratonovich integral for continuous semimartin-

gales obeys the usual laws of calculus translates formally into the

Theorem 3. For continuous semimartingales X ,Y,Z, the left and right Fisk–Strato-

novich integrals satisfy the half-shuffle identities

pX ď Y q ď Z “ X ď pYZq (25)

pX ě Y q ď Z “ X ě pY ď Zq (26)

X ě pY ě Zq “ pXY q ě Z. (27)

In particular, the algebra of continuous matrix-valued semimartingales is a non-

commutative shuffle algebra.

Proof.

pX ď Y q ď Z “
`

X ă Y `
1

2
rX ,Y s

˘

ď Z

“ pX ă Y q ă Z `
1

2
rX ,Y s ă Z `

1

2
rX ă Y,Zs `

1

4
rrX ,Y s,Zs

“ X ă pY Zq `
1

2
rX ,Y ă Zs `

1

2
rX ,Y ą Zs

“ X ď pY Zq.

Identity (27) is proved similarly.

pX ě Y q ď Z “
`

X ą Y `
1

2
rX ,Y s ď Z

“ pX ą Y q ă Z `
1

2
rX ,Y s ă Z `

1

2
rX ą Y,Zs `

1

4
rrX ,Y s,Zs
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“ X ą pY ă Zq `
1

2
rX ,Y ă Zs `

1

2
X ą rY,Zs

“ X ě pY ď Zq.

In general, the same argument show

Theorem 4. The map pA,ă,ą, r , sq ÞÝÑ pA,ď,ěq is a functor from the category of

regular quasi-shuffle algebras to the category of shuffle algebras.

3 Chronological calculus for stochastic integration

In this section, the second part of this work, we start by briefly reviewing the

classical chronological calculus following Agrachev, Gamkrelidze and collabora-

tors [1, 2, 3, 4]. The aim is to show how chronological calculus can be applied

in the context of stochastic calculus. The key idea is to use the notion of pre-Lie

(or chronological) algebra instead of that of usual Lie algebra, to analyse group-

and Lie-theoretical phenomena associated to evolution equations. We refer to [34]

where this point of view is developed in more detail.

3.1 Chronological calculus and pre-Lie algebra

Time- or path-ordered products are ubiquitous, especially in theoretical physics and

control theory, and form the basis for Agrachev and Gamkrelidze’s chronological

calculus [1]. These authors understood that the combination of Lie algebra and in-

tegration by parts permits to define the useful notion of chronological algebra [2],

better known as pre-Lie or Vinberg algebra in algebra and geometry [13, 17, 61].

Concepts from chronological calculus apply in the context of stochastic integration

as far as iterated Stratonovich integrals for continuous semimartingales are con-

cerned, because they obey the usual rules of calculus.

However, for Itô and Stratonovich integrals in the non-continuous case, the usual

ideas of chronological calculus do not apply immediately, due to the terms arising

from the jump component of the covariation bracket. It turns out that in this case,

one must appeal to results originating in the study of non-commutative Rota–Baxter

algebras. We refer to [34] for more details as well as to joint works [25, 33] for re-

sults in that direction related to stochastic exponentials in the context of Itô calculus.

In a nutshell, chronological calculus is based on the idea of time-ordering of op-

erators. Consider for example two time-dependent operators, Mptq and Nptq (with

Mp0q “ Np0q “ 0), in a non-unital algebra A of operators – having suitable regu-

larity properties allowing to compute derivatives, integrals, and so on. The classical

integration by parts rule is satisfied
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MptqNptq “

ż t

0

ds

ż s

0

du 9Mpsq 9Npuq `

ż t

0

ds

ż s

0

du 9Mpuq 9Npsq

“: pM ą Nqptq ` pM ă Nqptq.

We recognise in ă and ą the usual operations of left/right integration – restricted to

the context of deterministic processes. In particular, they satisfy the shuffle algebra

axioms (16). Agrachev and Gamkrelidze observed that the binary operation

pM Ź Nqptq :“ pM ą Nqptq ´ pN ă nqptq “

ż t

0

ds

ż s

0

dur 9Mpsq, 9Npuqs

has particular properties defining a chronological algebra structure on A. The latter

is known as pre-Lie or Vinberg algebra in the mathematical literature.

Consider a vector space A with a binary product Ź : AbA Ñ A and the associated

bracket product ra,bsŹ :“ a Ź b ´ b Ź a. Write Lx for the linear endomorphism of

A defined by left multiplication, Lxpyq :“ x Ź y, and define the usual commutator

bracket of linear endomorphisms of A, rLx,Lys˝ :“ Lx ˝ Ly ´ Ly ˝ Lx.

Definition 7 ([2]). The pair pA,Źq is a pre-Lie algebra if and only if for any x,y P A,

the identity rLx,Lys˝ “ Lrx,ysŹ
holds, which is equivalent to the (left) pre-Lie relation

x Ź py Ź zq ´ px Ź yq Ź z “ y Ź px Ź zq ´ py Ź xq Ź z.

The notion of pre-Lie algebra is finer than that of Lie algebra (it contains more

information). Indeed, pre-Lie algebras are Lie admissible, that is, if A is a pre-Lie

algebra, then pA, r´,´sŹq is a Lie algebra.

The link with classical chronological calculus is as follows. Consider an algebra

A of matrix-valued continuous semimartingales equipped with the left/right Fisk–

Stratonovich integrals, ě and ď, defined in (20) respectively (21). We write J´,´K
for its commutator bracket:

JX ,Y Kt :“ XtYt ´YtXt .

According to our previous developments, computing in this algebra amounts to com-

puting with time-dependent operators. The – Fisk–Stratonovich – integration by

parts formula implies that

JX ,Y Kt “

ż t

0

Xs ˝ dYs `

ż t

0

˝dXtYt ´

ż t

0

Ys ˝ dXt ´

ż t

0

˝dYsXs, (28)

which can be written as the difference of:

pX ŹYqt :“ pX ě Y ´Y ď Xqt “

ż t

0

Xs ˝ dYs ´

ż t

0

˝dYsXs

and pY Ź Xqt so that JX ,Y K “ rX ,Y sŹ. That the algebra A is indeed a pre-Lie alge-

bra, that is,
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prX ,Y sŹ Ź Zqt “ pX Ź pY Ź Zqqt ´ pY Ź pX Ź Zqqt . (29)

follows from the Jacobi identity of the commutator bracket on the non-commutative

algebra A .

Remark 8. The same argument shows that, more generally, there is a forgetful func-

tor from shuffle to pre-Lie algebras, that is, any shuffle algebra pA,ă,ąq has the

structure of a pre-Lie algebra with pre-Lie product: x Ź y :“ x ą y ´ y ă x.

Let us apply these ideas in the context of stochastic exponentials. Recall a funda-

mental object in the classical analysis of differential equations, known as the Mag-

nus formula [60] and its pre-Lie interpretation [2, 28]. It follows from studying the

formal properties of the flow associated to a matrix differential equation using a Lie

theoretic approach, for theoretical and numerical reasons. Consider for instance the

evolution operator solution of the linear differential equation 9Xptq “ XptqHptq with

initial value Xp0q “ 1, the identity matrix. Its logarithm is computed by a Lie se-

ries. Truncating the expansion of this logarithm, Ωptq :“ logpXptqq, and taking its

exponential is a classical and efficient way to approximate Xptq numerically, while

preserving group-theoretic properties [10, 50].

The logarithm can be computed using the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula

(see, e.g., [64]) or Magnus’ non-linear differential equation [60]

9Ω ptq “
adΩ

eadΩ ´ 1
Hptq “ Hptq `

ÿ

ną0

Bn

n!
adn

ΩptqpHptqq,

where ad stands for the usual Lie adjoint representation, adNpMq :“ NM ´ MN,

ad0
NpMq “ M, and the Bn are the Bernoulli numbers.

Let us explain how the formula adapts to Stratonovich integrals using recently

developed algebraic tools that are most likely not familiar in the context of stochas-

tic integration. The following developments are based on [34]. We omit here the

group-theoretical perspective that relies on two underlying Hopf algebra structures,

existing on the enveloping algebra of any pre-Lie algebra [20].

Let A be our usual algebra of continuous matrix-valued semimartingales, now

equipped with the pre-Lie product Ź. The algebra of polynomials over A is de-

noted RrA s and we identify m-multilinear maps symmetric in the m entries with

maps from the degree m component of this polynomial algebra. To avoid confusion

between the product of two matrix-valued semimartingales in A and their (com-

mutative) product in RrA s, we denote the latter X dY . The brace map on A is the

family of symmetric multilinear maps into A

RrA s b A ÝÑ A , P b X ÞÝÑ tPuX ,

defined inductively by

tY uX :“ Y Ź X ,

for Y,X P A , and for Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn,X P A we have
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tY1, . . . ,YnuX :“ tYnuptY1, . . . ,Yn´1uXq ´
n´1
ÿ

i“1

tY1, . . . ,tYnuYi, . . . ,Yn´1uX .

Observe that for n “ 2 the last equality encodes the pre-Lie identity (29) as

tY1,Y2uX “ tY2,Y1uX . Following Guin and Oudom [69], we introduce a product

˚ on RrA s in terms of the brace map. For elements X1, . . . ,Xn and Y1, . . . ,Ym in A ,

pY1 d ¨¨ ¨ dYmq ˚ pX1 d ¨¨ ¨ d Xnq :“
ÿ

f

W0 d tW1uX1 d ¨¨ ¨ d tWnuXn, (30)

where the sum is over all maps f from t1, . . . ,mu to t0, . . . ,nu and the Wi :“
ś

jP f ´1piq Yj. For example, Y ˚ X “ YX ` tYuX , for X ,Y P A .

Recall now that the enveloping algebra, UpLq, of a Lie algebra L is an associative

algebra (uniquely defined up to isomorphism) such that [72]:

• the Lie algebra L embeds in UpLq (as a Lie algebra, where the Lie algebra struc-

ture on UpLq is induced by the associative product, that is, in terms of the ususal

commutator bracket,

• for any associative algebra A (which is a Lie algebra, LA, when equipped with the

commutator bracket), there is a natural bijection between Lie algebra maps from

L to A and associative algebra maps from UpLq to A.

The central result of the work of Oudom and Guin [69] is the next theorem.

Theorem 5 ([69]). RrA s with the product ˚ defined in (30) is a non-commutative,

associative and unital algebra. The product makes RrA s the enveloping algebra of

the Lie algebra LA associated to A .

Applying Theorem 5 to A we see that the commutator bracket in A identi-

fies with the pre-Lie bracket: JX ,YK “ r , sŹ. On the other hand, by the universal

properties of enveloping algebras, there is a unique associative algebra map ι from

pRrAs,˚q to A which is the identity on A . In degree two we have:

ιpY d Xq “ ιpY ˚ Xq ´ ιptYuXq “ Y X ´Y Ź X

“ Y ď X `Y ě X ´ pY ě X ´ X ď Y q

“ Y ď X ` X ď Y “: T xY,Xy,

where, using now the language of theoretical physics, we call time-ordered prod-

uct of two elements in A the product T xY,Xy :“ X ď Y `Y ď X . In general, for

X1, . . . ,Xn P A ,

T xX1,X2, . . . ,Xny :“
ÿ

σPSn

Xσp1q ď pXσp2q ď p¨ ¨ ¨ ď pXσpn´1q ď Xσpnqq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq,

where Sn denotes the symmetric group of order n. The degree two calculation is a

particular instance of a general phenomenon. The following Theorem relating pre-

Lie products and time-ordered exponentials was obtained in [31, p. 1291]:
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Theorem 6. The image in A of a monomial X1 d ¨¨ ¨ d Xn P RrA s by the canonical

map ι is the time-ordered product of the Xis in A :

ιpX1 d ¨¨ ¨ d Xnq “ T xX1, . . . ,Xny. (31)

Notice that, in particular,

1

n!
ιpXdnq “

1

n!
T xX , . . . ,Xy “ X ď pX ď p¨ ¨ ¨ ď pX ď Xq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq.

Let us apply these ideas to the study of the stochastic exponential and its loga-

rithm in the Stratonovich framework. We address these problems at a purely formal

level. Regarding the existence of the stochastic exponential and the convergence is-

sues of the related series we refer to [70] for the Itô case and to Ben Arous [9] and

Castell [18] for the Stratonovich one.

Definition 8. For a continuous matrix-valued semimartingale, X P A , the (Stratonovich)

right stochastic exponential is defined through

EďpXq “ 1 `
`

X ď EďpXq
˘

,

or, by a Picard iteration, as a series

EďpXq “ 1 ` X ` X ď X ` ¨¨ ¨ ` X ď pX ď p¨ ¨ ¨ ď pX ď Xq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨

We are interested in the stochastic analogue of the classical Baker–Campbell–

Hausdorff problem of computing the logarithm ΩpXq of the solution

ΩpXq “ log
`

EďpXq
˘

. (32)

Since Stratonovich calculus obeys the usual integration by parts rule, the well-

known Strichartz formula holds [9, 64, 77]. We are interested here in the stochastic

analog of the so-called Magnus solution.

By Theorem 6, the equation

EďpXq “ exp
`

ΩpXq
˘

lifts in RrA s to an equality of exponentials:

expdpXq “ exp˚pΩ̃pXqq, (33)

where expdpXq (resp. exp˚pΩ̃pXqq) denotes the exponential of X P A (resp. Ω̃pXq)

for the d (resp. ˚) product. Theorem 6 together with the general properties of en-

veloping algebras insure that this identity maps to (32) by ι and that ιpΩ̃ pXqq “
ΩpXq. The next proposition was shown in [20], using the fact that the maps expd

and exp˚ have a Lie theoretic interpretation.

Proposition 1. The element Ω̃ pXq “ log˚ ˝expdpXq belongs to A and satifies the

fixed point equation:
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Ω̃pXq “
 Ω̃pXq

exp˚pΩ̃pXqq ´ 1

(

X , (34)

where Ω̃pXq{pexp˚pΩ̃pXqq ´ 1q is computed in RrA s using the ˚ product.

Note that the brace map is in place on the righthand side in (34). We set

ℓ
pnq
XŹpY q :“ X Ź pℓ

pn´1q
XŹ pY qq, ℓ

p0q
XŹpY q :“ Y.

The Bn{n! are the coefficients of the formal power series expansion of x{pexppxq´1q

and, by formal properties of the enveloping algebra, we have ιptX˚nuY q “ ℓ
pnq
XŹpY q.

We refer, e.g., to [34] for an explanation of this general phenomenon in the context

of enveloping algebras of pre-Lie algebras. We recover finally the pre-Lie Magnus

expansion of the logarithm of the right Stratonovich exponential obtained in [25].

Theorem 7. The continuous matrix-valued semimartingale ΩpXq satisfies the fixed

point equation

ΩpXq “
ÿ

ně0

Bn

n!
ℓ

pnq
ΩpXqŹpXq. (35)

Remark 9. The left stochastic exponential is defined similarly through EěpXqt “
1 `

`

EěpXq ě X
˘

t
. It satisfies

EěpXq “ exp
`

´ Ωp´Xq
˘

. (36)

3.2 Chronological Itô calculus

In the present subsection we will apply the machinery developed in the previous

subsection in the context of Itô calculus. As remarked earlier, our arguments are

purely algebraic. We do neither address the question of existence of stochastic ex-

ponentials nor do we discuss convergence issues of the associated series. On these

questions, the reader is referred to the standard reference [70].

The existence of a continuous Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff, or Strichartz for-

mula, the presence of pre-Lie structures as well as a Magnus formula could be

expected in Stratonovich calculus due to the fact that the latter satisfies the usual

rules of calculus. In Itô calculus, however, things are not so simple due to the pres-

ence of the covariation bracket and the fact that the usual shuffle algebra structure

must be replaced by Karandikar’s axioms, i.e., a quasi-shuffle algebra. For iterated

Itô integrals of matrix-valued semimartingales, a Strichartz-type formula was ob-

tained in [32, 33]. The difference with the classical formula reflect the fact that one

must take into account the covariation bracket. This is achieved by replacing bijec-

tions, that is, permutations and their descent statistics as they appear in the classical

formula, by surjections and a suitable notion of descents in this new context.

Here, we focus again on pre-Lie structures and the Magnus formula in the context

of Itô calculus. Our results are obtained by adapting ideas from the theory of Rota–
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Baxter algebras to quasi-shuffle algebras. Our presentation is almost self-contained.

On Rota–Baxter algebras and integral calculus, we refer to [34] for a general survey

combined with references.

In this subsection, A denotes an algebra of matrix-valued semimartingales (no-

tice that we do not require continuity anymore).

Proposition 2. For X ,Y P A , set X ÍY :“ X ąY `rX ,Y s and X § Y :“ X Í Y ´Y ă

X, then the pair pA ,§q is a pre-Lie algebra. Moreover, JX ,YK “ rX ,Y s§.

Proof. Indeed, the quasi-shuffle axioms imply that

XY “ X ă Y ` X ą Y ` rX ,Y s “ X ă Y ` X Í Y.

This yields

JX ,Y K “ XY ´YX “ X ă Y ` X Í Y ´Y ă X ´Y Í X

“ pX Í Y ´Y ă Xq ´ pY Í X ´ X ă Y q

“ X §Y ´Y § X “ rX ,Y s§.

Using the Jacobi identity (to avoid any notational ambiguity, recall that r , s denotes

in this article the covariation bracket, not to be confused with the Lie bracket J , K):

prX ,Y s§ § Zqt “ pJX ,Y K§ Zqt “

ż t

0

JJXs,YsK,˝dZsK` rJX ,YK,Zst

“ p

ż t

0

JXs,JYs,˝dZsKK` rXY,Zstq ´ p

ż t

0

JYs,JXs,˝dZsKK` rXY,Zstq

“

ż t

0

JXs,JYs,˝dZsKK` rX ą Y ` X ă Y ` rX ,Y s,Zst

´ p

ż t

0

JYs,JXs,˝dZsKK` rY ą X `Y ă X ` rY,Xs,Zstq

“

ż t

0

JXs,JYs,˝dZsKK` rX ,Y ą Zst ` pX ą rY,Zsqt ` rrX ,Y s,Zst

´ p

ż t

0

JYs,JXs,˝dZsKK` rY,X ą Zst ` pY ą rX ,Zsqt ` rrY,Xs,Zstq

“ pX § pY § Zqqt ´ pY § pX § Zqqt .

Remark 10. The triple pA ,ă,Íq is a shuffle algebra. More generally, in [27] it was

shown that any quasi-shuffle algebra gives rise to a shuffle algebra. Indeed, pX ă

Y q ă Z “ X ă pY Zq and

pX Í Y q ă Z “ pX ą Y q ă Z ` rX ,Y s ă Z

“ X ą pY ă Zq ` rX ,Y ă Zs “ X Í pY ă Zq

pXY q Í Z “ pXY q ą Z ` rXY,Zs
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“ pXY q ą Z ` rX ą Y,Zs ` rX ă Y,Zs ` rrX ,Ys,Zs

“ X ą pY ą Zq ` X ą rY,Zs ` rX ,Y ą Zs ` rX , rY,Zss

“ X ą pY Í Zq ` rX ,Y Í Zs “ X Í pY Í Zq.

We note that this property is also common in Rota–Baxter algebras, where a shuffle

algebra structure is defined similarly starting from the operations RpXqY , XRpY q
and XY instead of ă,ą, r´,´s.

Definition 9. For a matrix-valued semimartingale X P A the (Itô) right stochastic

exponential is defined through

EăpXq “ 1 `
`

X ă EăpXq
˘

,

or, by a Picard iteration, as a series

EăpXq “ 1 ` X ` X ă X ` ¨¨ ¨ ` X ă pX ă p¨ ¨ ¨ ă pX ă Xq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq ` . . .

We are interested again in the stochastic analogue of the Baker–Campbell–

Hausdorff problem of computing the logarithm Γ pXq of the solution:

EăpXq “ exp
`

Γ pXq
˘

. (37)

Let us denote now by R§rA s the enveloping algebra of A constructed exactly

as in the previous section but using the new pre-Lie product § instead of Ź. In

particular, as a vector space, R§rA s “ RrA s, the algebra of polynomials over A .

To avoid notational ambiguities, we write ˚§ for the associative product making

R§rA s the enveloping algebra of LA and tPu§X the brace map for P P R§rA s. We

also write T§ for the corresponding time-ordered product, associated to the left-half

shuffle ă, e.g., T§rX ,Y s :“ X ă Y , and so on. Lastly, we denote ι§ the canoni-

cal algebra map from pR§rA s,˚§q to A obtained from the universal properties of

the enveloping algebra. Theorem 6 holds mutatis mutandis in the new context and

equation (37) lifts in R§rA s to:

expdpXq “ exp˚§ pΓ̃ pXqq. (38)

Theorem 6 and the general properties of enveloping algebras insure that this identity

maps to (37) by ι§ and that ι§pΓ̃ pXqq “ Γ pXq.

We obtain finally the analogous of Proposition 1:

Proposition 3. The element Γ̃ pXq “ log˚
§ ˝expdpXq belongs to A and satifies the

fixed point equation:

Γ̃ pXq “
 Γ̃ pXq

exp˚
§ pΓ̃ pXqq ´ 1

(

§
X , (39)

where Γ̃ pXq{pexp˚
§ pΓ̃ pXqq ´ 1q is computed in R§rA s using the ˚§ product.

Setting
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ℓ
pnq
X§

pY q :“ X § pℓ
pn´1q
X§

pY qq,

ℓ
p0q
X§

pY q :“ Y , we get finally a pre-Lie Magnus expansion of the logarithm of the

right Itô stochastic exponential:

Theorem 8. The matrix-valued semi-martingale Γ pXq, which is the logarithm of

the (Itô) stochastic exponential, satisfies the fixed point equation

Γ pXq “
ÿ

ně0

Bn

n!
ℓ

pnq
Γ pXq§

pXq. (40)
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